
  

Intel Extreme Masters: Season 10 

55 events on 4 continents. More than 1000 professional players competing for the combined prize 

pool of over $5.7 million! This year we celebrate the 10th season of the most popular and one of the 

longest-running eSports league — Intel Extreme Masters. The anniversary final will be hosted at the 

Spodek Arena in Katowice, Poland. 

 

More than 100,000 computer gaming fans are expected to visit the venue from March 4-6, 2016. The 

story of IEM began in 2006. The first final tournament, as well as the next six finals, were held during 

CeBIT computer expo in Hannover, Germany. Intel picked up the Intel Extreme Masters, a European-

based league, and turned it into a global entity during its second season in 2007-2008. It was the start 

of an incredible journey as the industry evolved over the years. By season seven, IEM outgrew its 

current tour stop and held its first standalone tournament in Katowice. A year later, the World 

Championship then moved to Poland as well, taking place at the Spodek Arena for the first time. With 

this impressive history, Intel established itself as the force behind the eSports gaming scene.  

 

IEM eSports Competitions  

This year, at the Spodek Arena, the players will participate in three separate tournaments, competing 

against each other on different virtual battlefields:  

 

 League of Legends* – multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA) game pitting two teams of heroic 

champions against each other. 

 StarCraft II: Legends of the Void* – a sci-fi strategy game; players must manage resources and 

build armies and win the battle. 

 Counter-Strike: Global Offensive* – a first-person shooter game consisting of terrorist and 

counter-terrorist teams with objective-based goals. 

 

IEM has changed over the past decade. Unlike other sports, eSports ebbs and evolves due to game 

popularity and fan base. The first season featured two blockbuster titles: Counter-Strike 1.6* and 

Warcraft III*. First-person shooter and strategy games like these have been the foundation of eSports, 

as its skills mastery and random play make spectating a feasible form of entertainment. With the rise of 

popularity in MOBA games, free-to-play League of Legends was then added as an invitation in season 

five, becoming the major title the next year. In that same year, 2010, StarCraft II replaced Warcraft as 

the major strategy title. It’s worth noting that StarCraft II player Kim Yoo-jin, aka “sOs,” won the largest 

individual prize of $100,000 during season eight final tournament.  

 

The Great Revolution — Intel Extreme Masters as Stand-Alone Event! 

The eighth season brought the biggest breakthroughs. In 2014, for the first time, the IEM final 

tournament was not held in Hannover, Germany, but as a stand-alone event at the Spodek Arena in 

Katowice, Poland, where dozens of thousands of eSports fans took part in the concluding events. There 

was also a supplementary tournament of Counter-Strike: Global Offensive, a popular first-person 

shooter replacing the aging Counter-Strike 1.6, a game retired from the lineup a year earlier. In Poland, 

all previous IEM records have been broken. During the peak hours of the 2015 final in season nine, 

more than 1 million spectators watched live broadcasts concurrently and more than 100,000 eSports 

fans visited the Spodek Arena. The introduction of streaming on a readily available platform has helped 



  

bring eSports to the masses. Thanks to services like Twitch*, it is possible to maintain the principle of 

IEM global character and reach out to eSports fans worldwide. 

 

Also, when it comes to devices dedicated to professional gamers, we’ve witnessed a great revolution. In 

the first season, the heart of PCs that were used during official tournaments were Intel® Core™ 2 

Extreme processors using 65 nm manufacturing technology. Every year, the latest Intel products 

highlight the best in gaming, with this year running 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 processors. 

 

The 10th anniversary finals will certainly bring both viewers and competitors a lot of emotions. During 

the qualification event in San Jose, California, the viewers have been treated to a League of Legends 

show match between Mark Cuban, an American billionaire, and Brian Krzanich, the CEO of Intel. The 

match raised money for the Cybersmile Foundation*. 

 

There are different additional competitions scheduled for this year’s final event. Apart from 

Hearthstone*, a popular collectible card game included in IEM events two years ago, Heroes of the 

Storm* and Rainbow Six: Siege* tournaments will be held at IEM for the first time.  

 

 
About Intel 

Intel (NASDAQ: INTC) expands the boundaries of technology to make the most amazing experiences possible. Information about 

Intel and the work of its more than 100,000 employees can be found at newsroom.intel.com and intel.com. 
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